100% Decentralized Community Driven Token

Fenix project is a community driven, fair launched DeFi Token. Fenix is a
smart contract based crypto which uses BEP-20 interface, making it
secure and immutable. Fair loxxed devs, locked LP and renounce
ownership . We will have frequent AMA's in future to answer our
community's on most important questions.
We're on our way to building a project with a viable utility in the coin
space on Binance Smart Chain! Fenix token will be the sole currency used
within our enterprise. It will eventually be required for varying degrees of
access to our upcoming platform.

Hold And Earn Fenix
The tokenomics make it possible for you to earn Fenix just by holding the
coins in your wallet. There is a 10% tax on every transaction made. 5% of
all the transaction fees on the network are allocated to token holders.

Power to the Hodlers
Profit from Holding, reward for holders with a 5% transaction tax which
puts Fenix directly into your wallet every time someone buys or sells. The
other 5 % is sent to the dedicated liquidity pool (Strong liqudity, less price
volatility)

Investement projects

The Fenix team has many other projects in line for its investors, including
2 NFTs and a decentralized exchange, called FenixSwap, coming in the
near future

We strive to create an environment where both big and small investors
can coexist. We are committed to create value for our community by
engaging each individual into our project's development and promoting
honor and integrity. We believe being completely transparent with the
community is the only way for a project to succeed.
The dev team all relinquished their wallets before launch and the project is
supported fully by the Fenix community. Small part of 4 % was saved for
a marketing. We are not charity token, but we will do our best to sent
every month randomly some donations to Orphans organizations
worldwide.

Total Token Supply: FENIX has a total supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000
coins. There can never be any more
Transaction Tax: Each transaction has a tax of 10%;
Automatic rewards distribution: 5% is redistributed to current FENIX
holders, proportional to how much they hold. So you can earn more FENIX
for just HOLDING your tokens
Automatic liquidity add and liquidity lock: 5% is taken and added and
locked into the FENIX-BNB liquidity pool on Pancakeswap. This contributes
to an ever-growing liquidity pool and helps Fenix maintain its health.
Token Burn: Upon launch, 40% of the whole FENIX supply was sent to
the burn address

Binance Smart Chain has much lower fees compared to the Ethereum
network. Because of the complexity of Fenix's code, it makes a lot more
sense to run it on Binance Smart Chain! As an enterprise, we have to
study the market and make viable executive decisions! Binance smart
chains low fees makes sure anyone can get on board the Fenix train! The
other benefit is that Binance smart chain tokens can be integrated with
Metamask AND Trust wallet, so you don't have to fiddle around with
different wallets to store Fenix tokens!

We strongly believe in being open, honest and transparent with our
community about everything we do.
Fenix employs an automatic liquidity pool algorithm (AutoLP) in its token
contract. As mentioned above, the network collects 5% from each
transaction, whether the order is a buy or sell and adds it to the LP.
Buy and Hold FENIX and you will automatically get more in your wallet. No
need to farm, stake or claim
Each trade also automatically adds liquidity on Pancakeswap leading to an
ever-increasing price floor of FENIX. This means that even if every single
FENIX holder sells, the price will not go to zero.

Step 1 : Verifed contract BSC
https://bscscan.com/address/0x14d1566e2854272f6dede8a9552
bd2def60a273a#code

Step 1: Locked liquidity - Liqudity is locked by DXsale for 2 years.

The liquidity pool tokens for Fenix are permanently locked in the zeroaddress, meaning that the developers cannot pull the rug on the market,
and the PancakeSwap market will always have liquidity on it. Adding
liquidity to the PancakeSwap v2 pool allows for trading of FXT tokens.
When adding liquidity, a user is granted LP (liquidity pool) tokens which
represent ownership of their initial investment. By locking away our LP
tokens, we are essentially locking away our right to remove liquidity.
Users can freely buy and sell FXT. Here is the transaction of the LP burn:

DXsale :
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=0&add=0xB86a77D527D87C
5eFAe61A6f4b9085C01Af3A2a6&type=lplock&chain=BSC
Please open DXsale link at Chrome browser to see correct information
(Other browsers not showing properly)

Transaction of locked liqudity BSscan :
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x2ee84dd013e6731b27f78612ec22c850dda79e3
15ae7442e2449e807fec9871f

Step 2: Renounced ownership of contract.
This means that the dev/team have NO access to any functions of the
contract. Also, by renouncing ownership, the developers cannot take any
actions to alter the token supply (no printing new tokens) The renounced
ownership means that ALL LP's are automatically added and locked to the
FENIX-BNB liquidity pool on Pancakeswap.

Transaction:
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x8c23eb51728b6ebb1ac9729000baa7cebb8cbd5e3c323af
435c2d170b0297c64

Contract address:
0x14d1566e2854272f6dede8a9552bd2def60a273a

Token ticker: FENIX (FXT)
Decimals: 9
Original Supply : 1,000,000,000,000,000 FXT
Totaly Supply after burning 42 % : 580,000,000,000,000 FXT

Contract deployer address:
0x58aB51CE0aB4B61D8C85901495B531e1e5059EBf

Total tax fee: 10%
Liquidity Fee: 5% Rewards: 5%

WEB SITE : www.fenixtoken.net
TWITTER : https://twitter.com/TokenFenix
REDDIT :
https://www.reddit.com/r/FenixToken/
TELEGRAM :
https://t.me/joinchat/52HQ6OJ0YqZkYThk

